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KALLANISH MIDDLE EAST STEEL MARKETS 2017

EVENT OVERVIEW
Join the Kallanish Middle East Steel Markets 2017 conference this 4-5th October 2017 in Dubai. In 
2016 the Middle East retook the title of world’s fastest-growing region for crude steel production, 
as its four largest-producing nations recorded a combined 7.6% year-on-year output increase to 
29.03 million tonnes, according to worldsteel data. 

This two day conference will address the following questions and issues in 9 detailed sessions: 

CONFERENCE PRODUCER

ADAM SMITH 
MIDDLE EAST EDITOR, KALLANISHSTEEL

CONFERENCE DIRECTOR

BIJAN FARHANGI 
EVENTS DIRECTOR, KALLANISH COMMODITIES

4-5 OCTOBER 2017 | DUBAI, UAE

Oil Prices and Steel Markets - How has the Middle East adapted to the oil downturn?
Evolving Raw Materials - Will gas supply and currency issues continue to hamper DRI output? 
Can HBI imports and regional scrap supply continue to be an alternative?
Trade Defence - Is the time finally right for the region to put measures into place?
Iran Steel Focus - What are the prospects for Iranian steel demand and supply? Is the capacity 
expansion target of 50 million tonnes/year achievable?
Saudi Arabia - To what extent has Saudi Arabia successfully implemented recent reforms to 
move away from dependence on oil, and what is its outlook for steel demand?
Turkey to become a net flat steel exporter - How likely is Turkey to expand its flats supply to 
the Middle East as the region’s economies mature, given domestic suppliers are increasingly 
satisfying longs demand?



KALLANISH MIDDLE EAST STEEL MARKETS 2017

PROGRAMME - DAY 1

4-5 October 2017 | Dubai, UAE

09:00   Registration

11:00   Chairman's Welcome
Adam Smith, Editor Middle East, Kallanish Steel

G C C  a n d  t h e  O i l  D o w n t u r n

What are the main challenges facing Middle Eastern steel industry?
Is UAE likely to remain regional demand driver once Expo impetus 
subsides?
Will the introduction of tax have an impact on regional steel trade?
How long until Saudi steel demand recovers?
Will the region invest into more flat steel production capacity?  

14:00   Session 2

D e b a t i n g  t h e  B i g  P i c t u r e

11:05   Keynote Session
The Middle East steel industry continues to endure a period 
of quite remarkable change. The GCC once heavily 
dependant on imports, now far more self sufficient, is 
undertaking its first trade investigations. Prolonged low oil 
prices have largely put the brakes on the high rates of steel 
demand growth -- once the hallmark of the Middle East steel 
sector. Post-economic sanctions Iran is emerging as a major 
steel semis exporter. Turkey’s once dominant rebar and billet 
trade with MENA is much diminished, but its flat steel exports 
have soared. International steel and economic experts will 
debate and share their views on the big picture across the 
region.  
Middle East & North Africa Steel Market Outlook

How has the region’s steel market performed in 2017?
What are main opportunities & threats foreseen for 2018?
Has the region learnt from over-investing into new capacity?
Will MENA steel demand continue to rely on oil or is diversification 
being stepped up?  

Rayed Abdullah Al Ajaji – CEO, UNICOIL 

Middle East and North Africa economic outlook 
How have GCC economies adapted to lower oil prices?
Diversification away from oil
How will the diplomatic row with Qatar impact regional trade?
How will UAE maintain economic growth momentum post-Expo 
2020?  

Thanos Tsetsonis – Director, Emirates NBD  

Pannel Discussion

Rayed Abdullah Al Ajaji – CEO, UNICOIL 
Thanos Tsetsonis – Director, Emirates NBD  

12:30   Lunch
UNICOIL Laboratories – Pre-Lunch presentation  

GCC steel markets continue to adapt to lower oil prices and 
substantial new steel capacity coming online. Meanwhile, the 
sector has benefitted from a rebound in Chinese domestic 
demand and higher scrap prices, effectively pricing out 
Turkish longs. To what extent are regional mill margins under 
pressure? How does the regional flat steel sector compare? 
What are the opportunities for expansion in flat steel 
consumption? After so many years of trade defence talk, what 
are the prospects for regional trade following the launch of the 
first steel investigation? Hear from our panel of experts and 
join the debate.  

16:00   Session 3
The outlook for the DRI industry has worsened due to a global 
shortage of DR pellets and availability of cheap natural gas, 
following the withdrawal of government subsidies. Does an 
opportunity now exist for regional steel makers to mitigate the 
DRI issue with increased steel scrap sourced from within the 
region? According to World Steel data, Middle Eastern scrap 
exports reached 1.5 million tonnes in 2016 with around two 
thirds coming from UAE. What is the future for intra-regional 
scrap trade?  

GCC rebar: the struggle for sustainable conversion 
margin 

To what extent are regional mill margins under pressure?
How can firms use risk management to mitigate margin 
compression?  

John Short – CEO, Aleph / Steel Derivatives  

Prospects for increased flat steel consumption in the 
Middle East 

How is regional flat steel consumption faring?
Where are the opportunities for greater flat steel use?
How have flat steel import patterns shifted since China’s 
retreat from the export market?
How has AGIS’ new galvanizing line performed since 
commissioning?  

Abu Bucker Husain AS –  CEO, Al Ghurair 

The outlook for the GCC coated coil market
How is the regional pre-painted coil market faring? 
What are the regional opportunities for greater use of 
accredited and environmentally-friendly coated coil?
How will the industry benefit from the coated sheet safeguard 
duty?  

Is GCC finally using trade defence measures? 
How is regional flat steel consumption faring?
Where are the opportunities for greater flat steel use?
How have flat steel import patterns shifted since China’s 
retreat from the export market?
How has AGIS’ new galvanizing line performed since 
commissioning?  

Sanjay Roychowdhury –  UNICOIL 

Rudi Leleu – Commercial Director, Dentons  

15:30   Coffee Break

E v o l v i n g  R a w  M a t e r i a l s

UAE as a scrap supplier  
Will UAE scrap suppliers ship more material within the region? 
What are the future prospects for scrap exports to the Indian 
subcontinent?
How have increased Chinese scrap exports affected 
competition?  

Salam Al Sharif – President, Bureau Middle East Recycling  

17:00   Cocktail Reception
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PROGRAMME - DAY 2

4-5 October 2017 | Dubai, UAE

08:00   Registration

09:20   Chairman's Review
Adam Smith, Editor Middle East, Kallanish Steel

I r a n  -  D e m a n d  &  E x p o r t s  

10:15   Session 5

T r a d e ,  I n v e s t m e n t ,  &  F i n a n c e

09:30   Keynote Session
High rates of steel consumption growth in the Middle East 
have long attracted investment and trade from both within 
and without the region. How attractive is the Middle East for 
steel trade and investment given the current market 
circumstances? To what extent have factors, such as new 
capacity coming online, higher scrap prices, continued low oil 
prices and political instability within the region, influenced 
investment decisions and the availability of finance? Join this 
session to hear first-hand from global trade and investment 
specialists about existing challenges and opportunities, and 
how to take advantage in this ever-changing market. 

Trade, Investment, and Challenges & Opportunities 
Is the Middle East still an attractive location for steel investment?
How has the trading landscape changed in Middle East? 
What challenges and opportunities can we expect to face?
What is the outlook for steel demand across the Middle East?   

Sanjeev Gupta – Executive Chairman, Liberty House Group  

Middle East finance options 
Is the Middle East still an attractive location for steel investment? 
What are the financing options available to steel investors? 
Alternative financing models for steel-consuming infrastructure 
projects  

With the lifting of economic sanctions, Iran, the undisputed 
heavy weight in the Middle East, has emerged as a semis 
export powerhouse. Prior to 2011 Iran relied on imports of 
semis from the CIS and Turkey. Today, through investments in 
new capacity, its steel production has outstripped its own steel 
consumption. With its vast reserves of iron ore and natural gas, 
many tip Iran to become a major exporter of steel and DRI. Is 
Iran’s 50-million tonnes/year crude steel target by 2025 
achievable? Has Iran re-emerged as an iron ore supplier to 
China? Hear from our panel of Iranian steel and raw material 
experts about these and many other questions.  

Trader's Perspective
Crude steel production rebounded in 2016 and Q1 2017 after 
three years of decline. What is driving this?
Can Turkish EAF mills sustain their improved competitiveness 
as a result of higher iron ore and Chinese steel prices?
Will Chinese billet imports return to Turkey and depress scrap 
prices once again? 

Association's Perspective
How are Turkish rebar mills reacting to being shut out of
traditional markets such as the US, UAE and Egypt?
Will Turkey finally increase its flat product capacity utilisation 
and direct output to export, for example to the Middle East to 
replace reduced longs supply?
To what extent have Turkish mills preferred to export billet 
over rebar this year?
Has Turkish local scrap supply increased to ease the impact on 
mills of fluctuating US scrap prices? 

Ahmet Soybas - Vice President, Soybas  

Suzan Bilen - Analyst, Turkish Steel Exporters Association  

12:15   Conference Review - Closing Remarks

The prospects for Iran’s steel industry 
Will Iranian semi-finished product exports continue to grow? 
When will Iran’s local construction sector recover?
Is the 50 million tonnes/year crude steel capacity target by 2025 
achievable?
How is Iran’s oil & gas sector modernisation progressing?
To what extent have steel imports risen post-sanctions?
To what extent has access to finance improved? 

Bahador Ahramian – MD, Yazd Rolling Mill (Board: ISPA)   

The outlook for Iranian raw materials availability 
Will Iran emerge as a pellet exporter in the short-term?
Has Iran re-emerged as an iron ore supplier to China post- 
sanctions?
Have Iranian steelmakers increased the scrap content in their 
feedstock mix?  

Keyvan Tehrani – CEO of Iron Ore & Steel, Jame Tejarat Co. 

11:00   Coffee Break

T u r k e y ’ s  F u t u r e  R o l e

11:30  Session 6
As higher scrap prices have effectively priced out traditional 
Turkish rebar and billet exports to the Middle East, what does 
the future trading relationship look like? Meanwhile, Turkish 
flat steel exports soared in the first half of 2017, far outpacing 
longs exports growth for the same period. Will Turkey focus 
more on flat products to the region, or forego trade with the 
Middle East and focus on other regions? Either way, Turkey 
will need to maintain exports given its large steel capacity 
and falling domestic consumption. Turkish steel experts will 
discuss the changing dynamics of the Turkish steel sector 
and its trade prospects with the Middle East and further 
afield. 

Adam Smith, Editor Middle East, Kallanish Steel

12:30   Lunch
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SPEAKERS
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RAYED ABDULLAH AL  
AJAJI, CEO, UNICOIL

THANOS TSETSONIS 
DIRECTOR, EMIRATES NBD

ABU BUCKER HUSAIN 
CEO OF AL GHURAIR 
IRON & STEEL

ENGR. SALAM AL SHARIF 
PRESIDENT, BMR

BAHADOR AHRAMIAN 
MD, YAZD ROLLING MILL

KEYVAN TEHRANI  
CEO STEEL & IRON ORE, 
JAME TEJARAT

RUDI LELEU 
DIRECTOR, DENTONS

JOHN SHORT 
CEO, STEEL DERIVATIVES

AHMET SOYBAS 
VP, SAMI SOYBAS 
STEEL 

SANJEEV GUPTA 
EXECUTIVE CHAIRMAN, 
LIBERTY HOUSE GROUP

SUZAN BILEN 
ANALYST, TURKISH STEEL 
EXPORTERS' ASSOCIATION

SANJAY ROYCHOWDHURY 
UNICOIL 

VENKAT AN 
CEO, AL JAZEERA STEEL

KAUSHALENDRA PRASAD 
CHAIRMAN, KP GLOBAL 
CONSULTING

MOHAMMAD AL JABR
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VENUE
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Kallanish Middle East Steel Markets  2017 will be hosted at the Address 
Dubai Mall  

Located at the heart of trendy Downtown Dubai, overlooking the world’s 
tallest tower, Burj Khalifa, and attached to The Dubai Mall, one of the 
largest shopping and entertainment destinations in the world, Address 
Dubai Mall, Downtown Dubai is always in vogue. 

Address, Dubai Mall offers elegant and chic accommodations. This 5-star 
hotel features an outdoor infinity pool overlooking Burj Khalifa and free 
WiFi. Dubai International Airport is a 15-minute drive away. 

ADDRESS

The Address Dubai Mall 
Address: 5-STAR
P.O. Box 31166 
Dubai, UAE 

GPS Location: 25.199777,55.27732m 

Phone: + 971 4 438 8888  
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REGISTER

Name 

Job Title 

Company 

Address 

Address 

Phone 

Email

____________________________ 

____________________________ 

____________________________ 

____________________________ 

____________________________ 

____________________________ 

____________________________ 

YOUR DETAILS

PAYMENT DETAILS

Name on card 

Card Number 

Billing Address 

Expiry Date 

Signature 

____________________________ 

____________________________ 

____________________________ 

____________________________ 

____  /  _____     CVV: ______ 

____________________________ 

Mastercard           Visa          Amex        Maestro

If you prefer to pay by bank transfer, we will send you 
an email with invoice to the email address above.

RETURN THIS FORM

PRICES
GROUP BOOKINGS                       $800 

EARLY BIRD                                       $1000

FULL PRICE                                        $1200 

Email: info@kallanish.com 
By fax: +44 (0) 208 711 3840 

 If you have any difficulties, please feel 
free to contact us on the phone numbers 
below: 

Bulgaria:        +359 89 7799633 
London:        +44 (0) 208 735 6520 
London:        +44 (0) 203 818 9884 

CONFIRMATION

By signing below, you confirm that you have read and agreed to the terms and conditions overleaf. 

SIGNATURE: _________________________________________ Date: ___________________  

IMPORTANT:  Early Bird price expires on 
the 7th September 2017, and your
registration must be complete with 
payment to qualify for this price.  Group 
Bookings are only for groups of 3 or 
more.
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The following Terms & Conditions form the basis on which any services, information and materials are provided to any 
company, organisation and/or individual (together referred to as “you” in these Terms & Conditions) by or on behalf of Kallanish 
Limited or related companies (all referred to as “Kallanish”) except where and insofar as any alternative Terms & Conditions have 
been specifically agreed by Kallanish. By accessing or using any Kallanish service, information or materials you agree to be 
contractually bound by such Terms & Conditions. These Terms & Conditions may be updated from time to time. 

 Event descriptions, content, dates and venues 
Kallanish reserves the right at any time to make reasonable changes to events, courses and other services provided including, 
but not limited to, changes to descriptions, content, dates, times, speakers, guests and venues, without liability. In the event of 
cancellation, Kallanish will make reasonable efforts to provide an alternative and where this is not possible, will refund monies 
received from you by Kallanish with respect to what has been cancelled. Kallanish is not responsible for travel arrangements, 
accommodation, or any other arrangements that you make in connection with the services provided by Kallanish. 

 Registration 
When registering for any event, course or service provided by Kallanish you must provide details of any special requirements 
including any requirements relating to diet, physical disability, mobility problem or other condition requiring special care or 
attention. You are also invited at that time to inform us about any additional requests that you may have. Kallanish reserves the 
right to make an additional charge for requirements and requests that can be accommodated. Kallanish shall have no obligation 
to provide any service, information or materials unless and until the relevant registration has been accepted and satisfactory 
payment arrangements have been made. Kallanish reserves the absolute right to refuse to allow attendance at any course or 
event or access to any service if any payment is not received in time or if Kallanish has reasonable grounds to believe that 
payment arrangements made are not satisfactory. 

 Your right to cancel or transfer 
Kallanish’s services are generally designed for business, trade and professional use. If, however, the Consumer Protection 
(Distance Selling) Regulations 2000 apply, you may cancel your registration within 14 days of making it provided that services 
have not commenced. Apart from any such right, a cancellation fee of 25% of the total fee, including VAT, shall apply with 
respect to cancellations up to 30 days prior to the commencement of the relevant course, event or service and after this the 
cancellation fee shall be 100% of the fee including VAT. Subject to notice to Kallanish at least 48 hours before the 
commencement of any service, course or event, the reservation may be transferred to another person without charge. Within 
48 hours, a charge of 10% of the fee may be made. 

 Disclaimer 
Use of any information or material provided by Kallanish is entirely at your risk and in no circumstances is Kallanish responsible 
for any loss, damage or other negative consequence of use of information or material by you or anyone else. 

 Use of personal data 
Personal data is gathered and used to enable Kallanish to provide services to you. This may involve passing details on to third 
parties. Such details may also be used by Kallanish for marketing purposes including sending information about Kallanish’s 
services and other products. Such details will not otherwise be passed on to third parties without your consent. 

 Third party rights 
An individual, company or organisation not party to any agreement between you and Kallanish shall not have or acquire any 
rights under or in connection with it. Law and jurisdiction These Terms & Conditions shall be governed by and construed in 
accordance with the laws of England and Wales and the parties agree to submit to the non-exclusive jurisdiction of the Courts 
of England and Wales in order to resolve any dispute or difference between the parties or to enforce or take any other legal 
action in connection with any contract to which these Terms & Conditions apply.


